PREFACE	xi
my debt will be obvious, to Toyribee's Study of History and
Whitehead's Adventures of Ideas. For Hesiod, I made much
use of T. A. Sinclair's edition of the Works and Days and
Evelyn-White's edition and translation of the poems and
fragments, in the Loch Library, On the psychology of magic,
I found much that was stimulating in J, C. W. DougaWs
Characteristics of African Thought and perhaps even more
in Kbhlcr's Mentality of Apes. To the influence of Marx
and Freud, which I have felt both directly and indirectly, one
need do no more than refer ; their work is part of the common
heritage of our own and all succeeding generations. Few of us
perhapfi arc disposed to accept all the conclusions of either,
unreservedly ; but to the value of some of their leading ideas,
even their severest critics constantly pay involuntary tribute.
Two books which I have used with interest, but of which I
must write with more reserve, are Ha$ebroek*s Griechische
Wirtschafts- und GcscUschaftsgeschiehte and Liehfs Sexual
Life in Ancient Greece. Both writers are capable of over-
stating a case ; and in both, it is desirable to look up the references
carefully, since they do not invariably prove all that the text
implies* Lichfs book is also characterized by a reckless use of
a late though learned writer, the Alexandrian, Athenaios, who
lived amid the senile decay of the ancient world, under the
Eoman Empire, and had a thirst not only for knowledge in
general but for sexual scandal about historical personages in
particular* The value of Athenaio^ information on this as on
most subjects is, of course, simply that of his sources, whicht
to do him justice^ he usually names; but he quotes early poets,
serious historians, scandal from the Middle Comedy* and
gossipy Hellenistic biographies of the twentieth-century
** debunking " type, all with equal relish and apparently with
equal credulity* It appears not to be generally realized what
a high proportion of the more scandalous pieces of information
about early Greece, familiar to the learned world of to«day
chiefly from the " collected fragments " of early Greek historians
or lyric poets, is derived from two books of Athenaios. We
should form a perceptibly higher opinion of the moral torn of
mrty Greece if it had happened that we had kst as little as

